
I FEEL AQUA 
I FEEL CLEAN

GEBERIT AQUACLEAN. THE SHOWER TOILET.



THE FRESH 
FEELING
Water is indispensable for daily personal hygiene. It cleans, freshens and 

lends a unique feeling of well-being. It’s why more and more people  

are enthusiastically embracing the natural and beneficial experience of 

cleaning with water. 

Geberit AquaClean shower toilets offer you this well-being at the touch  

of a button. Allow yourself to be won over by the completely new feeling of 

freshness and enjoy the extra helping of self-confidence throughout the 

whole day.
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HYGIENE MADE EASY

Cleanliness without compromise. 

GEBERIT AQUACLEAN SELA

Beautifully clever. 

GEBERIT AQUACLEAN TUMA

Freshness and convenience for every home. 

QUICK AND EASY STEPS TO YOUR VERY 
OWN SPA

Solutions for every bathroom. 

FOR YOUR WELL-BEING

Why a shower toilet from Geberit?

GEBERIT AQUACLEAN MERA

Perfection in function and design. 

MEET THE DESIGNER

Interview with Christoph Behling. 

A SUSTAINABLE QUALITY PRODUCT

End user warranty and many  

additional benefits. 
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A CLEAN AFFAIR
At first glance, modern shower toilets are 
virtually indistinguishable from the  
traditional alternatives. The spray arm is 
found in a well-protected park position. 
The spray nozzle is flushed automatically 
before and after use with fresh water, 
which means that it always stays clean.

STARTING THE SHOWER WASH
The shower wash is started at the touch 
of a button. The spray arm moves forward 
from its park position at an oblique angle. 
A few seconds later, a pleasant pulsating 
shower spray at body temperature is felt 
on the skin.

REGULATING THE SHOWER SPRAY
The intensity of the pulsating shower 
spray is regulated according to personal 
preference. And the shower procedure 
can of course be switched off at any time. 

Would you wash your hands with paper or use a dry form of cleaning 

instead of taking a shower? Hardly. Cleanliness is not possible  

without water. Thus, just as a daily shower has become the norm,  

Geberit is ushering in a sustainable change in bathroom hygiene:  

with the AquaClean shower toilet. At the touch of a button, you can 

feel as fresh after using the toilet as if you'd just taken a shower.

Individuals who value their well-being and all-round appearance are 

therefore enthusiastic about the gentle and natural cleaning of  

the AquaClean shower toilet. Thanks to the perfect interaction of  

design and technology they do not require any more space than  

conventional toilets.

"I never want to lose 
this fresh feeling."

www.geberit-aquaclean.co.uk/wash

FOR YOUR 
WELL-BEING

WHY A GEBERIT AQUACLEAN?
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CLEANLINESS 
AT THE TOUCH OF A 
BUTTON

PRIMARILY TOUCHLESS
Thanks to the proximity sensor, the toilet 
lid opens and closes automatically.

SOFT NIGHT-TIME ILLUMINATION
Activated by the proximity sensor,  
a discreet LED light in seven light  
colours and five brightness levels  
assists orientation at night.

GENTLE PERSONAL HYGIENE
Nothing is more suitable for cleaning the 
sensitive intimate area than a gentle lady 
shower with pure water.

NO UNPLEASANT ODOURS
An odour extraction unit eliminates 
unpleasant smells before they spread  
which starts automatically upon sitting.

GENTLE DRYING
The integrated air dryer provides a gently 
warming and drying flow of air.

COMPLETELY USER-ORIENTED
Thanks to the proximity sensor, functions 
such as water heating, toilet seat heating  
or orientation light start automatically.

PERSONAL WELL-BEING PROGRAMME
The intuitive remote provides hand-held 
control in the palm of your hand. The press 
of a button is all it takes to call up personal 
settings.

PERFECT CLEANLINESS
The slight movement of the shower spray 
ensures a feeling of exceptional cleanliness. 
The position of the spray arm and the 
intensity of the pulsating shower spray can 
be personalised.

SUPERIOR COMFORT
The ergonomically optimised toilet seat 
made of high-quality thermoset is fitted  
with integrated heating.

PERFECT CLEANLINESS
For the last 35 years, Geberit has  
been continuously perfecting the  
spray function.

www.geberit-aquaclean.co.uk/comfort
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When it comes to hygiene and cleanliness, Geberit 

accepts no compromise in the development of 

the AquaClean. The almost entirely self-cleaning 

AquaClean shower toilets are noteworthy for 

their high-quality product materials. Thanks to 

integrated technology, inaccessible areas are 

significantly reduced and hidden places where 

grime could collect are avoided. A special surface 

coating prevents the build-up of bacteria and 

germs. Furthermore, to prevent scaling, Geberit 

has developed an automatic descaling programme 

to ensure the long-term performance capability 

of the shower toilet which engages with and 

flushes all water-bearing components, completely 

independently of the prevailing water hardness 

level. 

HYGIENE 
MADE EASY

RIMLESS CERAMIC PAN WITH TURBOFLUSH 
TECHNOLOGY
The TurboFlush technology ensures a flushing-out 
performance that cannot be found anywhere  
else in the world. This technology is considerably 
more effective, as well as significantly quieter  
and more economical than conventional flushes.  

SIMPLE REMOVAL OF SEAT AND LID
The QuickRelease function makes it possible to 
remove the toilet seat and lid in a single motion. 

DESCALING
A specially developed descaling programme 
cleans all water-bearing components. A timely 
notification of when descaling is required is 
displayed on the remote control or on the  
control panel.

CONSISTENTLY CLEAN
The cleaning of the spray arm and the spray 
nozzles is carried out automatically. The inside  
and outside is flushed with fresh water before  
and after each use. 

RIMFREE® CERAMIC PAN
The Rimfree® design is synonymous with superior 
hygiene. Thanks to the optimised water guide, 
the entire inner surface of the sanitary ceramic is 
flushed leaving no hidden places where residues 
could accumulate.

www.geberit-aquaclean.co.uk/hygiene
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Geberit AquaClean shower toilets stand out with their eye-catching design, 

while at the same time leading with their many intelligent comfort functions. 

They offer little indication of this at first glance, giving practically no hint of the 

innovative, revolutionary technology hidden behind their beautifully designed 

sanitary ceramic.

MEET 
THE DESIGNER

ABOUT THE DESIGNER
Christoph Behling studied Industrial Design at the 

Academy of Art and Design in Stuttgart in the mid-1990s. 
He founded the Christoph Behling Design Studio in 2004. 

Behling works with numerous international companies, 
including the luxury watchmaker TAG Heuer, where he is 

the chief designer.

Follow this link to watch the interview with Christoph Behling:  
www.geberit-aquaclean.co.uk/interview

"AquaClean shower toilets offer 
extensive user benefits, durability, superior quality,  

innovation and high technology."

"AquaClean Mera is a technical masterpiece, and for me 
it's the best toilet in the world. We designed it using the 
smallest possible dimensions and detached it from the 
wall with a chromium cover. I wanted AquaClean Mera to 
appear to be "floating" in the room and to be lightweight 
in appearance."

"The challenge to me as a designer is 
making sure that the AquaClean shower 

toilets do not look like technical devices, 
but rather fit harmoniously into the 

bathroom thanks to their design."

This harmonious interaction between technology and design is the result of 

close cooperation between Geberit and the industrial designer Christoph 

Behling. The miniaturisation of the technology helped create the lean, simple 

design elegance of the AquaClean Mera and Tuma. All electrical and water 

supply connections have been cleverly concealed within the products 

themselves. 
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"I do it in style."



WHIRLSPRAY SHOWER TECHNOLOGY
The patented WhirlSpray shower technology 

delivers cleaning that is particularly  
targeted and thorough. This is thanks to  

a pulsating shower spray refined  
through dynamic aeration. 

TURBOFLUSH TECHNOLOGY
The innovative TurboFlush technology 

delivers a flushing-out process which is 
particularly thorough and quiet. 

The Geberit AquaClean Mera embodies timeless elegance. It 

can be incorporated assuredly and yet harmoniously into any 

bathroom space. High-quality product materials, soft lines and 

flowing transitions define the Mera. All electrical and water 

supply connections are seamlessly integrated into the product, 

whilst the solid wall-hung fastenings are hidden behind the 

design cover.

EXCEPTIONALLY 
BRILLIANT

WHIRLSPRAY SHOWER  
TECHNOLOGY

ODOUR EXTRACTION UNIT

RIMLESS CERAMIC PAN WITH 
TURBOFLUSH TECHNOLOGY

QUICKRELEASE FUNCTION FOR 
TOILET LID AND SEAT

REMOTE CONTROL USER RECOGNITION

INDIVIDUALLY ADJUSTABLE 
SPRAY ARM POSITION

DESCALING FUNCTION

ADJUSTABLE WATER SPRAY 
TEMPERATURE

ENERGY-SAVING FUNCTION

OSCILLATING SPRAY

SEPARATE LADY SHOWER

WARM AIR DRYER

SEAT HEATING

AUTOMATIC OPENING OF 
THE TOILET LID

ORIENTATION LIGHT

ADDITIONAL LUXURY FUNCTIONS WITH 
GEBERIT AQUACLEAN MERA COMFORT

GEBERIT AQUACLEAN MERA COMFORT AND CLASSIC

GEBERIT AQUACLEAN MERA
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AVAILABLE 
FREE OF 
CHARGE IN THE

REMOTE CONTROL / WALL-MOUNTED CONTROL PANEL
In addition to the remote control, Geberit also provides a  
cable-free and therefore freely placeable wall-mounted control 
panel for controlling the shower toilet. Both of the controls 
display the functions in a clear overview and all of the inputs  
are easy to enter. The elegant remote control is easy to handle  
and intuitive to operate. The wall-mounted control panel is 
available in white and black.

GEBERIT AQUACLEAN APP
With the Geberit AquaClean app, the Mera can now be 

conveniently operated via smartphone. The smartphone  
acts as a remote control that allows you to save  

preferred settings such as those for shower spray  
intensity, position and temperature to use at home or  
as you travel to other AquaClean equipped facilities. 

FREE OF 
CHARGE IN THE

1 ODOUR EXTRACTION UNIT
  Unpleasant odours are extracted into the ceramic pan  

and eliminated through a ceramic honeycomb filter.

2  DRYER
  The dryer arm automatically aligns itself for optimum  

drying at the last position of the spray arm.

3  SEAT HEATING
  The ergonomically optimised toilet seat is equipped with  

an integrated heating element that warms automatically 
upon approach. Thanks to the proximity sensor, the toilet 
seat warms up when approached.

4  ORIENTATION LIGHT
  A soft orientation light helps you find your way at night. 

Activated by the proximity sensor, it lights up in one of 
seven selectable colour tones and five brightness levels.
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The Geberit AquaClean Tuma offers freshness and comfort for every 

home. The Tuma is available in the Comfort model and now also in the 

Classic model. 

 

The AquaClean Tuma Classic offers the basic functions of a shower 

toilet, including WhirlSpray shower technology and Rimfree® ceramic 

pan. The Comfort model offers additional comfort functions which make 

cleaning with water the perfect way to get that feeling of well-being.

GEBERIT AQUACLEAN TUMA WC ENHANCEMENT SOLUTION
 The Tuma Classic models are available as WC enhancement 
solutions which are equipped with the same functions as the  
WC complete solution.

Particularly in rented apartments, the WC enhancement solution 
offers installation on various pre-existing ceramic pans. This makes 
it an ideal and versatile solution for all tenants who would like to 
upgrade their bathrooms while enjoying a feeling of freshness.

AquaClean Tuma WC 
enhancement solution 
with standard sanitary 

ceramic

ADDITIONAL COMFORT FUNCTIONS WITH AQUACLEAN TUMA COMFORT:

AQUACLEAN TUMA COMFORT AND CLASSIC EQUIPMENT:

SURPRISINGLY 
VERSATILE 

GEBERIT AQUACLEAN TUMA

REMOTE CONTROL SEPARATE LADY SHOWER

SEAT HEATING WARM AIR DRYER

ODOUR EXTRACTION UNIT USER RECOGNITION

WHIRLSPRAY SHOWER  
TECHNOLOGY

RIMFREE® CERAMIC PAN

INDIVIDUALLY ADJUSTABLE 
SPRAY ARM POSITION 
(only via app with Classic)

ADJUSTABLE WATER SPRAY 
TEMPERATURE 
(only via app with 
Comfort and Classic) 

OSCILLATING SPRAY DESCALING FUNCTION

SOFTCLOSING TOILET LID QUICKRELEASE FUNCTION
(lid only)

ECONOMY MODE

1  AQUACLEAN TUMA COMFORT 
IS AVAILABLE IN FOUR DESIGN COVERS:

White

White glass

Black glass

Stainless steel brushed

2120 
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REMOTE CONTROL / WALL-MOUNTED CONTROL PANEL 
In addition to the remote control, Geberit also provides a  
cable-free wall-mounted control panel for controlling  
the Comfort model. Both controls display the functions in  
a clear and intuitive style. 

GEBERIT AQUACLEAN APP 
With the Geberit AquaClean app, the AquaClean Tuma shower 
toilet is conveniently operated via smartphone app. This acts  
as a remote control that allows you to save personal settings 
such as shower spray and temperature to use at home or  
as you travel to other AquaClean equipped facilities. For the 
Classic model, the app allows you to use and enjoy these 
additional shower functions.

WHIRLSPRAY SHOWER TECHNOLOGY
The AquaClean Tuma ensures that cleaning is particularly 
convenient while at the same time saving water, thanks to the 
patented WhirlSpray shower technology featuring a pulsing 
shower spray which is refined through dynamic aeration.  

FREE OF 

CHARGE IN THE

RIMFREE® CERAMIC PAN 
With the Rimfree® ceramic pan, the AquaClean Tuma offers 
modern standards for hygiene and easy care. The flush 
technology with flush guide ensures complete, dynamic  
flushing out, even with a partial flush. 

Geberit AquaClean WC enhancement solutions fit on the 
majority of standard, round ceramic pans. Use the new 
ceramic calculator to quickly and easily find out which 
AquaClean WC enhancement solution fits on the desired 
ceramic pan.

CERAMIC CALCULATOR FOR WC ENHANCEMENT SOLUTIONS
•  Query suitable ceramic pans

•  Enter the dimensions of the ceramic pan 
and check them immediately

•  Download and print the fitting template or 
have it sent to you

www.geberit-aquaclean.co.uk/checkapan
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With AquaClean Sela, Geberit offers a shower 

toilet with exceptionally simple functions which are 

intuitive to operate in conjunction with the design 

of an entirely ordinary, simple toilet. The WhirlSpray 

shower technology, adjustable to one of five levels, is 

particularly targeted and through. The intensity can be 

regulated across five levels. The intelligent technology 

for the spray functionality and all connections for 

electrical and water supply are discreetly integrated 

into the body of the ceramic.

↑
In order to accommodate every bathroom 
situation, the Geberit AquaClean Sela  
is available as either a wall-hung or  
floor-standing model.

BEAUTIFULLY CLEVER

WHIRLSPRAY SHOWER  
TECHNOLOGY

FIVE ADJUSTABLE SHOWER 
PRESSURE SETTINGS

REMOTE CONTROL

INDIVIDUALLY ADJUSTABLE 
SPRAY ARM POSITION

OSCILLATING SPRAY

SOFTCLOSING TOILET LID

QUICKRELEASE FUNCTION 
FOR TOILET LID AND SEAT

USER RECOGNITION

ECONOMY MODE

GEBERIT AQUACLEAN SELA
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We have made over a million customers happy with our shower toilets and we want it to stay that way. 

Day in, day out, we are researching and developing innovations for your comfort – and it's paying  

off: 94% of our customers are completely and entirely satisfied with Geberit AquaClean and would 

recommend it to others without hesitation. Those who have tried using it would never give it up.

To make an appointment for a personal consultation with a Geberit AquaClean partner,  

visit www.geberit-aquaclean.co.uk to locate your nearest retailer or call Geberit AquaClean  

directly on 0800 032 9629.

Komal Passi, from West Yorkshire

“The Sela toilet has 
been a particular hit 
with our 11-year-old 

son. Now he loves using 
the toilet in the en-suite 

and I can be confident 
that he’s always clean 

between showers!”

Fulvia Schiff-Gent, from Manchester

“After suffering with 
Carpal Tunnel and noticing 

the mobility in my 
hands decreasing, I’ve 

realised it is easy to 
take everyday tasks for 

granted. However, since 
we had our Geberit 

AquaClean installed a 
couple of months ago it 

has been a revolution 
for both my husband 

and I.”

Michael Leigh, from Blackpool

“When you use it, there 
is nothing else like it – 

you feel clean and 
fresh, and using water 
to clean feels so much 

nicer on your skin than 
toilet paper.”

John Flint, from Stockport

“We’d never really 
considered having a shower 

toilet before, but now 
we’ve had it for a few 

months, it’s wonderful 
and we’ve had no problem 

at all! Should we 
ever choose to move 

house in the future, we 
will take the AquaClean 

with us!”

TOP CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

GEBERIT AQUACLEAN 
MAKES YOU HAPPY "One go washed away any 

doubts."
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↑ 
Geberit Monolith umber

↑ 
Geberit Monolith sand

↑ 
Geberit Monolith white

THE SHINING LIGHT
The Geberit Monolith Plus offers state-
of-the-art flush technology for toilets, 
exclusively packaged in a glass and 
brushed-aluminium shell. The flush is 
activated by gently touching the sensor 
buttons. A subtle orientation light 
discreetly guides the way to the toilet  
at night, with seven different colours 
available to suit the ambience and 
mood.

ODOUR EXTRACTION  
An integrated odour extraction 
unit absorbs odours directly  
into the toilet ceramic to ensure 
nothing can spoil the fresh  
feeling in your bathroom.

SOFT TOUCH
A gentle touch is all it takes 
to flush the Geberit Monolith 
Plus.

QUALITY YOU CAN FEEL
Safety glass and elegant,  
brushed aluminium accentuate 
the sophisticated design.

AFTERBEFORE

QUICK AND EASY STEPS TO 
YOUR VERY OWN SPA
BATHROOM MODERNISATION WITH GEBERIT MONOLITH

Where an exposed cistern is already present or when time, budget or basic structural 

considerations do not permit invisible integration of the flushing cistern behind the 

wall, the Geberit Monolith offers a stylish alternative. A slim flushing cistern and the 

required sanitary technology are housed under an elegant glass surface. The Monolith 

is designed in such a way that it can be mounted quickly and with little disruption.
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← ←→

→ →

→

← ← 30 cm19.5 cm

5 cm 5 cm

SIMPLY 
UNCOMPLICATED
SOLUTIONS FOR ALL CONSTRUCTION SITUATIONS

There are very few bathroom designs in which a Geberit AquaClean 

shower toilet cannot be installed. All that is required is an electrical 

and a water supply connection. 

GEBERIT TOILET INSTALLATION  
ELEMENTS
In new constructions or when 
undertaking extensive renovations, the 
Geberit toilet installation elements  
with concealed cistern provide a reliable 
solution. The connections for water  
and electricity are already pre-planned 
and make mounting very easy. 

Electrical connection 
mains-side, hidden 
behind the ceramic  
pan, for Geberit WC 
complete solutions

Water supply 
connection position 
for Geberit AquaClean 
enhancement solution 
models

Electrical connection  
via 5 amp fused spur  
for Geberit AquaClean 
models

Water supply connection 
position, hidden, for 
Geberit AquaClean 
complete solutions

Example of a Geberit Duofix toilet 
installation element with Geberit 
Sigma40 odour extraction unit or 
touchless with Geberit Sigma80  
and Sigma10 flush plate.

"Order a toilet and 
we’ll install a spa."
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The graphic shows the environmental impact in accordance with the IMPACT World+ 
method.

1 AquaClean Mera Toilet paper

2 AquaClean Tuma Water

3 AquaClean Sela Electricity

4 WC and bidet WC unit

5 WC with paper
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A SUSTAINABLE 
QUALITY PRODUCT 

Starting at the time of installation, Geberit offers as standard a two-year end 

user warranty and assumes responsibility during this period for free replacement 

of defective parts. If the product was installed and registered by an installation 

company, Geberit will extend the warranty period by one year and will replace the 

defective parts in the event of product material or manufacturing faults.

Even simpler, extend the 
warranty period by one year 
with the new Geberit 
AquaClean app. In addition  
to the simple operation of  
the AquaClean shower toilets, 
it is also easy to register  
the device via smartphone.

The Geberit AquaClean complete solutions are highly ecologically 

friendly from the collection of the raw materials, through to 

manufacture and then in use comparable to conventional toilets  

with the consumption of toilet paper. 

ADDITIONAL FACTORS THAT ADD TO  
THE ENVIRONMENTAL SAVINGS 
From an environmental perspective the additional water used 

has less impact than the consumption of paper. Moreover the 

environmental footprint of paper manufacture in comparison to the 

electrical consumption for heating the water is another factor. 

GEBERIT AQUACLEAN SHOWER TOILETS 
IN COMPARISON WITH CONVENTIONAL 
TOILETS WITH TOILET PAPER AND BIDET
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MODEL OVERVIEW

AQUACLEAN MERA 

                    COMFORT                                       CLASSIC

AQUACLEAN SELA 

WhirlSpray shower technology

Rimless ceramic pan with TurboFlush

Rimfree® ceramic pan     

Remote control

Remote control app

Programmable user profiles 4 profiles 4 profiles

Orientation light

Number of adjustable shower pressure settings 5 levels 5 levels 5 levels

Individually adjustable spray arm position

Adjustable water spray temperature ON - OFF

Oscillating spray

Lady shower

Seat heating

Warm air dryer

Odour extraction unit

Automatic opening of the toilet lid

SoftClosing

QuickRelease function 

User recognition
 
**

Descaling function

Economy mode

Article number
Gloss chrome: 146.210.21.1

White: 146.210.11.1
Gloss chrome: 146.200.21.1

White: 146.200.11.1
Floor-standing: 146.170.11.1

Wall-hung: 146.140.11.1

Width x height x depth (in cm) 39.5 x 35.0 x 59.0 39.5 x 35.0 x 59.0
Floor-standing: 38.5 x 51.0 x 58.5 

Wall-hung: 38.5 x 38.0 x 57.8

Can be combined with Geberit Monolith

* Available starting 1 April 2018 ** User recognition refers only to water heating.

NEW

THE FOLLOWING 
APPLIES FOR ALL 
MODELS:
Nominal voltage/frequency:  
230 V / 50–60 Hz., pre-set water 
temperature of 37 °C, 
economy mode < 0.5 W

The detailed list of all functions can 
be found on the Internet at 
www.geberit-aquaclean.co.uk/ 
productoverview

Enhancement solution

Complete solution AQUACLEAN MERA 
COMFORT AND CLASSIC

   White

   Gloss chrome

AQUACLEAN TUMA 
COMFORT

   White

   White glass

   Black glass

   Stainless steel brushed

GEBERIT MONOLITH

   White glass

   Black glass

   Umber glass

   Sand glass

   Mint glass

MODEL  
COLOURS:

AQUACLEAN TUMA

                    COMFORT                                       CLASSIC*

AQUACLEAN 

4000/4000 SET

  

4 profiles
1 profile 

(via app only)

5 levels 5 levels 5 levels

 
(via app only)

 
(via app only)

 
(via app only)

ON - OFF

 
(lid only)

 
(lid only)

 
**

WC enhancement solution:  
146.278.xx.1

WC complete solution: 146.290.
xx.1

WC enhancement solution: 
146.078.11.1

WC complete solution: 
146.090.11.1

WC enhancement solution: 
146.132.11.1

WC enhancement solution and 
ceramic pan: 146.138.11.1

WC enhancement solution: 
36.0 x 10.6 x 52.3

WC complete solution:  
36.0 x 39.0 x 55.3

WC enhancement solution: 
36.0 x 10.6 x 52.3

WC complete solution:  
36.0 x 39.0 x 55.3

WC enhancement solution: 
40.0 x 15.5 x 50.5

WC enhancement solution and 
ceramic pan:  

40.0 x 43.5 x 53.0

Enhancement solution

Complete solutionFloor-standing

Wall-hung

Gloss chrome

White
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Geberit Sales Ltd
Geberit House
Edgehill Drive
Warwick
CV34 6NH

T: 0800 032 9629
aquaclean.uk@geberit.com

www.geberit-aquaclean.co.uk


